Here are the toolong awaited questions from Princeton Cyclops
1. Though the French society may seem the most cultured in the
world it has the unpleasant distinction of christening a color used
to camouflage the nobels' fauna with the french word for flea. FTP
name this color.
PUCE

-

2. Sideburns, silhouette, guillotine, bloomers, boycott, and
leotards are all ,FTP, what type of word that derive their meanings
from a person's name.
EPONYM
3. From the italian word meaning to cut in, this term indicates
the engraving process where ink is laid down from lines or crevices
made in a plate. FTP name this process.
INTAGLIO
4. Master and Man, Family Happiness, The Kreutzer Sonata, and The
Death of Ivan Ilych are all works by what Russian Author who also
wrote War and Peace.
Leo TOLSTOY
5. The Amorites aren't the most famous ancient people but they are
remembered for one of their leader's legal legacy. FTP name the
18th century BC leader who is credited with creating the oldest
know set of codified laws.
HAMMURABI
6. Though the Russo-Japanese war was fought in locales such as the
straits of Tsushima, the treaty that ended the war however had a
much less exotic name. FTP Give the treaty named after the New
Hampshire city where Teddy Roosevelt mediated the dispute.
Treaty of PORTSMOUTH
7. Many horns have surprisingly long tubes rolled up in them. One
exception to this is an instrument mainly used by shepherds in
Switzerland that can extend straight out for as long as twenty
feet. FTP name it.
ALPENHORN
8. When this actor drove home after the recent Los Angeles
earthquake, he failed, in his haste, to remove his makeup first.
No doubt this shocked other drivers, considering the fact that he
plays a big-eared alien on a popular television show. FTP, name
the actor who plays the FerengiQuark on Star Trek: Deep Space

Nine.
Armin SHIMERMAN

9. James MacWarren, Lenora Fulani, Lyndon Larouche, Andre Marrou,
Ross Perot, George Bush and Bill Clinton all had something in
common in 1992. FrP Name the event in which all of these candidates
received votes.
PRESIDENTAL ELECTION (accept reasonable equivalents)

10. Voltaire once said, ·Common sense is not so common". Prove
you are not so common and give the term for a clause that ends with
the same word or phrase that begins it.
EPANEPSIS

11. Gerry Adams was just recently allowed to enter the US though
he can only stay for 48 hours within 25 miles of New York and he
can't raise funds, but this is a significant policy change towards
the political wing of the IRA also know by what Irish name
SINN FEIN

12. Apart from Trevayne, all of his novels' titles begin with the
word "the"; indeed, apart from Trevayne and The Road to Gandolfo,
all of his titles have three words. FrP, name this author of
thrillers such as The Chancellor Manuscript, The Parsifal Mosaic,
The Aquitaine Progression, and The Bourne Identity.
Robert LUDLUM

13. How the Other Half Lives, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act is
passed, and the Battle of Wounded Knee takes place. FTP, in what
year?
1890

14. Speaking about his former band this singer once said; " We'd
do 11 of theirs and one of mine." FrP who is this singer who once
declared that there would never be a Beatles reunion as long as
John -Lennon. remained dea,d.
George HARRISON

15. FQTP, in the new PC version of this story, Grandma hides in a

closet, scares the wolf away in a ghost costume. Name this story,
which normally ends with a hunter killing the wolf with an ax.
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

16. Though "My left foot" was critically acclaimed, Jim Sheridan's
newest film met criticism from the British Government. FfP name
this film which deals with the the controversial conviction of four
innocent men of an IRA bombing
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER

17. She recently urges parents to think twice about buying their
children toy guns. Although she pushes for the legalization of drugs, her son was just
arrested for possesion of cocaine. FTP name the pathetic new Surgeon General of the United
States.
Jocelyn ELDERS

18. Though he wasn't Don Quixote, he rode with Rocinante. Though
he traveled with a French poodle, he was searching for America.
FrP name this author who wrote the classic "Travels with Charley"
John STEINBECK

19. He is the only player ever to have a 99-yard run in an NFL
game. He is also notable for having won the 1976 Heisman Trophy
award with Pitt. FrP, name this former Cowboy running back.
Tony DORSETT

20. Everyone knows that Theseus killed the minotaur in the
labyrinth but FrP can you tell me the princess who helped him
escape the labyrinth with a magic thread, yet whom he later left
for the god Dionysus.
ARIADNE
21. Within 10%, FTP give the length in days of the gestation
period of the Indian elephant, the longest gestating animal.
650 (585 to 715)

22. 7000 years Mt Mazama erupted violently, collapsing the top of
the mountain into a caldera. This basin six miles across and a
half mile across is now the site of, FTP what lake located in
Oregon.

1.(30 points) 30-20-10 Name the artist from his works
30-The Lime Kiln
20-Death of Sardanopolous
10-The Raft of the Medusa
Theodore GERICAULT

2. (25 points) 25-10-5, name the author from the works:
30 - "Alexander the Great", and "Brittanicus"
20 - "Ester", and "The Litagants"
10 - " Andromache", and "Phaedra"
A

= Jean Racine

3. (20 points) For all you Slavophiles, I'll give you a russian
politician and you tell me which party he leads, FTPE.
A) Vladimir Zhirinovsky
LffiERAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY
B) Yegor Gaidar
RUSSIAN'S CHOICE

4. (30 points) For five points a piece name any of the 7 sections
in Marcel Proust's Remembrance of things past.
Swann's Way
Within the Budding Grove
The Guennantes Way
Cities on the plain
The Captive
the past recapatured
The Sweet cheat Gone

5. (30 points) Time for Superb owl XXVIII trivia.
FFPE, Name the football player from their nickname
BiscuitCornelius BENNETT
MooseDaryl JOHNSTON
ThennalThurman THOMAS
Also for five points each name the teams that has beaten the
Bills in the past four years at the superbowl
New York GIANTS
Washington REDSKINS
Dallas COWBOYS

6. (20 points) California, Texas, and New York have the largest
electoral contingents, all with over thirty votes. FFPE name any of
the next four which have twenty-something votes. Careful a miss
stops you.
Florida
Illinois
Pennsylvania Ohio

7.· (20 points) It's time, once again, for Jumble - that scrambled
word game! Form words out of the following letter sequences for 5
points apiece.
a. soudk
KUDOS
b. eeelm
MELEE
c. budot
DOUBT
d. zaster
ERSATZ

8. (30 points) Ah, torture. Answer the following questions about
various tortures, for the stated number of points.
5 points: You are briefly hanged, then your limbs are tied to four
different horses, each of which runs in a different direction. You
are undergoing what method of execution?
DRAWN AND QUARTERED
10 points: You are placed in a La-Z-Boy, where you must stay until
lunchtime, except for a cup of coffee at eleven. You are
undergoing, according to Monty Python, what torture?
The COMFY CHAIR torture
15 points: You are placed in the stocks, then the soles of your
feet are beaten with heavy sticks. You are undergoing what
torture?
BASTINADO

9. (20 points) FQTP, what is the probability that a randomly
chosen whole number is divisible by three or five
7/15
FTP what is the probability that you picked randomly picker two
members of the Supreme Court that you would pick two men
7/12
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10. (25 points) Name Russia's new conservative prime minister
whose appointment casts doubts on Russia's future reform

Viktor CHERNOMYRDIN

11. (30 points) Everyone knows that Lincoln and JFK both died in
office but for thirty points all or nothing, tell me the other six
presidents who died in office.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
WILLIAM HARRISON
William MCKINLEY
Zachery TAYLOR
James GARFIELD
Warren G HARDING

12. (20 points) Very few words contain the fIrst six letters of
the alphabet. The eight-letter answers to the following questions
do, however. For ten points apiece:
a. This word describes a modifIcation to a font that makes it more
noticeable.
BOLDFACE
b. This .word describes a state in which the output of a system
affects its input.
FEEDBACK

13. (30 points) Answer the following questions, for ten points
apiece.
a. When Moses prayed for food, this substance was sent to the
Israelites from heaven.
MANNA
b. This city is the capital of Bahrain.
MANAMA
c. This is the title to a famous Muppet song in which the only
lyrics are the title itself, and the words "doot-doo, do-doo-do"
MA-NAH, MA-NAH
(Note to moderator: pronunciation, which is important, is muh-NAH
muh-NAH)

14. (30 points)
a. Name the last three Number One NFL Draft Picks, for five points
apiece.
Russell MARYLAND, Steve EMTMAN, Drew BLEDSOE
b. Now, for fIve additional points apiece, name the schools that
Russell Maryland, Steve Emtman, and Drew Bledsoe attended,
respectively.
MIAMI, WASHINGTON, WASHINGTON STATE
15. (30 points) Given their original names, give the adopted or

stage names of the following entertainers, for ten points apiece.
a. Paul. Rubenfeld
Pee Wee HERMAN
b. Ehrich Weiss
Harry HOUDINI
c. John Sanford
Redd FOXX
16. (30 points) It's time for REALLY BIG construction projects!
For the stated number of points:
5 points: He was the chief designer of Mount Rushmore. Name him.
Gutzon BORGLUM
10 points: This construction company was behind the construction of
Hoover Dam. Name it.
BECHTEL
15 points: In legend, this inventor was the designer of the
labyrinth. Name him.
DAEDALUS

17. (20 points)
When a Japanese factory making this resin exploded, the price of
RAM chips went up. For twenty points, give the general name for
this extremely strong polymer adhesive.
EPOXY
18. (25 points) After recently being firing from their radio
station in New York, this brother and sister pair has gone on
looking for a new radio talkshows rather than returning to the
previous employment as head of the Guardian Angels. 10 for one and
25 points for both give their first and last names.
LISA SLIWA
CURTIS SLIWA
19. (25 points)This woman runner has had a fantastic year having
set world record in the 2000 and 10000 meter runs and having had
the fastest women's marathon time this year. For 25 points, name
this chinese runner
WANG Junxia
20. (30 points) Name the three youngest chess players ever to
qualify for grandmaster status.
Bobby FISCHER
Judith POLGAR
Peter LEKO
21. (20 points) In the spirit of the Lillehammer games here is
some winter Olympic trivia.

FTP- Name the country that has hosted the most winter Olympics
FRANCE
FTP-Name the only competitor to win gold medals in two consecutive
winter olympics in Alpine skiing events
Alberto TOMBA (La bomba)

22. The author Peter Boulle recently passed away. Commemorate his
work by identifying these books of his that were made into movie.
10- Alec Guiness play Co. Nicholson in a Japanese POW Camp
BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI
10- Charleton Heston acted out his memorable scene with the Statue
of Liberty
PLANET OF THE APES
23. (20 points) Name that Special Prosecuter, FfPE
A) the Iran-Contra prosecuter who just finished his seven year
inv~gation

.·. Lawrence WALSH
B) The prosecuter who just started his investigation of the
Whitewater incident of Ointon.
Robert FISKE

24. (30 points)From the characters name the Saturday morning
program for the stated number of points.
5- Mantis, Soloman Grundy, Sinestro
SUPERFRIENDS
100Will, Betty and the Sleestax
LAND OF THE LOST
15- Ookla the Muk
THUNDARTHEBARBAruAN
We are only sending the one team and you can count on a buzzer from us.
See you this weekend. (oh and please verify that the wuestions got there intact
and complete)
Holt

